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BACKGROUND

During the late 1960's the University of Wisconsin-'3tout, began developing

a variety of machine readable data bases. In the ensuing years, the number and

,size of these data bases has continued to grow. As of this writing, the major

Aata bases consist of a shelf list, periodical holdings, government docuMents

shelf list, Fourteen keyword indexes, several non-print media catalngs and an

anuisition Filp. The library is currently generating over 60 reports From

thee Hata bases.

rly in 1n71, the library completed conversion nF its shelf list to

ma,-,..hine readable Form. This was by Far the largest data base consistinn of

over rifty millinn characters of data. The long awaited day hen the library

could produce repnrts From the shelf list had arrived. It was, however, more

of ,3 time for reflection than a cause for rejoicing. It soon became evident

that the costs (in terms of computer time, paper and distribution) for generating

reports frnm a data base of this size would be prohibitive. The library had

already encountered resistance From the computer center because oF the large

number of reports being generated particularly when more than one print run

was required. At this same time problems were encountered with the production

anH distribution oF a number of specialized catalogs. These were generated by

the computer center and then printed by photo-offset. Increasing paper costs

and an unknown demand resulted in production costs that were unacceptable.

It was at this print that the library staff began investigating the

possibility or using computerv put microfilm (COM). In,very simple terms.

COM would allow the library to record computer- -1,1put directly on microfilm

rather than paper. In discussions with other con users, several service bureaus,

and based upon the libraries subsequent experiences, the staff was able to

identify: 1) A number of conditions which, !hey existed, would indicate that

COM should be seriously considered; 2) The ,,:dvantanes of COM; and 1) The

disadvartanes of COM.
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fONOTTIONS INDICATING COM POTENTIAL

1. The most important condition is the existence of a machine readle data

base. Without this no 'OM work can bc performed.

2. Multinle Ponies of a cnmputer report are required.

'7

Five s the optimum

number of paner reports that can be produced in a single print run. Additional

conies require additional print runs which increase costs and resistance

crom the computer center.

Copies oF reports are distributed through the mail. Lorge paper reports are

pYornsive and HiFficult to

Some users require cooplete Ponies oF a report while othertmay require

onl,/ a nortinn.

'e2rr re regt.ontl/ cumulated nr revised with the new report superseding

the eld.

!Hi nr 1r,ree nnrtions of the data base are Freouently printed nut resulting

in rnports oF sevnral thPusand pages.

Pltrers ord staff renuire access tn infnrmation contained in the ditA bases

rouTt hc-ve copies of' reports clnse to several work and service stations.

considerable amount of ,,,tafF time is spent de-collating, bursting, binding

and rihutino priPt-nots.

9. ltheugh the-e is Peed for access to inFnr-motion contained in the data

b,se, the costs involved P,nrInot justify an on-line system.

TE'e stnrarr nF rn-)nrtS at service and work stations requires valuable snace.

11. Stf: members la, kcn un weight lifting in order to more effectively

handle rPnnrts.

12. rkr Pests n-nducin r. renorts nn 77,ner are such thot it is no ln-ner feasible

tn nroduPe the .jndated ronnrts rePui-PH, thus Forcing staff anH patrons into

r'olti'ln 1 nn!, Un ';itWatiOnS.
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ADVANTAGES OF COM

1. The programming required to convert from paper printo uts to COM is relatively

simple and s a ore time operation. The time and complexity oF this operation

will largely depend on whether or not the Service Bureau has a Front-end

mini-computer which wilL allow them to process a print image tape. Normally

A conversion program ean be written in A Few hours and a generalized program

can be written to speed the conversinn oF a large number oF print programs.

The saviegs in time required tn produce. a COM tape as opposed to paper

print- ut i signifirant.

The rost off the original copies of COM reports are less than .for the same

report on onoor.

h The savings on duplicate enpies are even more dramatic. For example, one

micrefiche at 48x (2-'0 pages) can be duplicated For about 1(4.

Productior of reports on r.OM allos the library to implement a demand

publicatien program. It is not necessary to produce additional copies oF

he reports to meet unanticipated demand. Once the master COM report has

been generated it can easily be duplicated and is never out of print.

6. The resulting report occupies appreximately of thc space occupied by a

paper

I de,, Se or ,nicoeFiche cao easily he carried around in a coat pocket.

"cress tiro is considerably reduced because of the case of handling and

scanning rinreFiche not tn rne-tion the convenience nF having cepies of

all nee.4,A -nports at ;,our wort, er service stltn.

printout of the same information. The 6,000 page Public Catalog

n'zto.r:Htion of report,-. eensiderably easier and less costly particularly

i.f.r,ports nro going to he mailed. example, seven microfiche or

.aepraximately 1r)00 pages of data (at 4) can be sent in a first class

Intto Ir rdditirr, r the catalog ;s 74gnificantly

ehAnoee, Cf.Implre for example the:problems encountered by a patron desiring

1to tak,:. home A copy nf the Publie: CAtaloo Index Set on p.rer pages)

And 1 oAtron who checks n!It a po.rtahle recAnr arc! the c..]talon, on Ticrofiche.
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0 rrOt4(Irt-ioln turn .-round time in eonsiderably reduced nartic-d .!wly when

compared to priated reerrts

:1round

is not unrommon to achieve 1-') day turn

ti-e free; COM service bureaus. To ,Ichieve the same schedule

eenventional printing woull net only be impractical, but prohibitively

eYpnnliyo.

10. More Frequent cumulatinns of reports ire possible because of the reduction

in ter- around time and costs.

11. :iardlieg costs are considerably reduced because microforms are self

contained; they require no de-collating, bursting or binding.

12. ".(1M allows For the production and dissemination of information that

weu'd nnt otherwise be available because n cost or distribution preblems.

11. .The r a large numbers and sizes of characters sets is an

important consideration in .c,telog oroduction.

0.1:SrDTINT-137S OF COM

1. Ore o the most Frequer.le cited problem,: with minroForms is the fact vou

eoe't make note n them. Ir the ability tn annotate a report is an

imoortant consideratier, COM should not be used.

COM requires that readers and/or reader rrinters be provided at each service

or work station, where COM is tn be use . This can add up to considerable

evrense..

There stil/ rene4es a serious questien amon.. librarians wherher or not users

will aceert microForms. It is ene thing to secure user acceptance among a

small ,Y'fice staf-F end another to implement it within a library setting.

The oeed to work with an outside service bureau requires additional time,

experse and eYnertise on the part r>4 the library staff. Serious prnblems

can arise between the library and the service bureau which ma,/ affect

library nneratinns acd service.
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Ac we hove already noted, there arc a number of variables a library

must consider in n derision to produce internal or external reports on

nnce a decision has been made, a number of equally difficult decisinns

remain regarding whether to use roll or Fichf, poitive or negative, reduction

ration and tvoe or film. These decisions are examined in the following

section.

MI OR FICHE

The relative merits ef roll Film vs. Fiche hove not been settled. Libraries

in 6r-,.)t riritain hlve hpen experimenting with COM for some time and the trend

,o0-,1 to he to roll film.1 Ir the United States most COM applications are

using Fiche althouph several major roll film applications have beer nnnounced.2,1

Trends change as reader technology changes and as more libraries rely solely

upon microform technolnqy for production or their public catalogs. it milv well

be tht as libraries move to increased use of microform catalogs they will use

both rnll Film and microfiche. (:)11 Film provides the File integrity required

for reader station, in the library and microriche the Flexibility needed For

distribution.

?OLL FILM

Roll Filr can hp oroduced in a variety of widths, the most common For

library COM work being 16mm. Some COM generators are also capable or producing

lq, 7fl, 9?.c, ,nd lOSmm Film. The author is unaware of any roll Film applications

in libraries other than 16mm.

oH Filn is generally produced on 100 Foot rolls although it can be pro-

duced in length': ranging From a Few Feet to one thousand feet. Several newly

nnounred readers are making use of q00 foot rolls of Film.

Subscouent to production, roll film can be packaged in three ways.

The ppe- reei is Ole least exhonsive Form erom a Production standpnint, but

it is also the most cumbersome ror the user. The recent appearance on the

7
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marke t 0 relatively inexoensi ve mo tor i zed open reel readers capabl e of

handl ing ,;on Fnot reel s may change thi s. The theory behind thi s system i s

that the complete catalog wi I 1 he contained on a single reel of film. Thi

will be loaded internally into the machine by a library staff member, thus

el imi n at incl fi lm handl ing by the user. The user need only operate the advance

and rewind buttons to locate the information hn desires.

A second Form of packaging is the cartridge. The cartridge is designed

to be used with special readers. r t has several advantages over the open reel .

t car tri dries arc sel f-threading and therefore, in theory, easier to use.

Sol F- threading el iminates an! handl ing of the fil m by the user,, thus reducing

damage tn the Fi lm. Since the fi lm i s scl f contained in the cartridge, the

problem oc the user olacing the film in the wrrxig box or winding i t onto the

tAkeup reel is el iminated.

r:artridges also have several disadvantages. Like open reel Cilm they can

not be removed from the reader without first rewinding the film. The cost of

cartridge film is increased by the cost of the cartridge or in the case of

reuseable cartridges the cist or removing the ol d fi lm and insertion of the new.

Once a nlrticul ar brand nF cartridge is chos en, the user limits his choice of

readers or reader-printers because mnst cartridges are not interchangeable.

This is a sirrifirAnt point to keen in mind iF the 1 ibrary pl ans to di stribute

its reports to other locations or nr o'f campus. Although the cartridge reader

is sel f-threading, film jams do nrcur And arc sometimes di fficul t, Fnr the

unini ti ated to clear. In 6ddi Hon, readers are more expensive than For

open reel fi lm.

A third form oF packaning is the cassette. Thc cassette Features a sel f-

contained supply And a take up reel similiar tn the common audiocassette. The

chief advantage of this s/stem is the Fact that the cassette can he removed from

the reader At Any point in the film without rewinding. It also elimnates film

handling by the user. The disadvantages are: 1) Increased :osts for cassette;

8
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/) rho limited number nF rea(Jers and reader-prinkuis available For cassette;

1) The fact that cassettes are not interchangeable with,other readers; 4) Expense

or motorized readers; and ;) Distributinn problems resulting from the unique

method oF nacknging.

Rell Film Indexing - Pn impnrtant consideration in selecting a roll film system

is the method nF accessing individual Frames. It is particularly imoortInt

that the indexing method selected carry through the entire system. There is

little value in selecting on indexing technique if the readers that will be

used arc not designed to be used with the technioue selected.

noint - Tho Flash point consists of a combination of clear film, etc

readnble choraetcrs, fnllowed by more clear Film. As an example, each letter

oF the alphabet may appear as an eye readable character on the roll nF film.

rs- the film moves through the render a flash of light indicates the presence of

an index point. The user must then stop the film and slowly scan For the

desired informatinn.

This is one of the simplest Forms of roll film indexing and one ',hat can

be used with most readers commonly found in libraries. Although easy to produce,

it is nnt narticulorly efficient From the users standpoint. It can 'also waste

n considerable amount oFJilm depending upon the number of flashpoints,

the depth of indexing. This technique can also be used quite effectively in

combination with other indexing techniques.

Code Line or Ba- Code - :ode lines arc recorded, at varying heights. between

each image On the film. When the film is rapidly advanced through the reader,

the lirs appear tn loin together to form p contimnds line. In another approach

the s5me erect- is prndvced y varying the soacinq on the page. The cede lines

are nlaced in relationshin tn Hata nn the Film and arc alsn keyed to an index

arran7d verticallq nn the sic.c of the microfilm viewing screen. (1s the Film

moves rirou.,11 the viewer, the code line appears to move up or down the screen.

When the li-e levels with the desi..ed key on ti 2 index the film is stopped.

9
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rhe uier must then slowly scan the film to locate the desired image.

Code line is a relatively simple technique which could be adapted to

many readers commonly found in libraries. It does present a number of problems;

t 1) Since the technique relies on an optical illusion on the screen it has a

tendency to produce eye fatigue when used for prolonged periods; and 2) The

code line produced by some COM generators is difficult if not impossible

to see when used on high speed readerc. It is suggested that the entire

systcal be carefully tested before this technique is adopted.

rootage Counter - The footage counter is simply a technique whereby a device

on the reader measures the amount of film that has passed through the reader

This is used with a manual or computer generated index to locate the approx-

imate location on the Film where the information will be found. The user then

must use a slow scan to locate the information desired. This technique is

available with several mechanical variations. It is most commonly used with

an odometer, which records the relative position of the film numerically.

another technique operates in F1 fashion similiar to code line. As the film

moves 4.hrough the reader, it moves a pointer along an index arranged vertically

nn the side of the screen.

.This is a relatively simple indexing technique widely used in industry.

Its chief disadvantages are: 1) The amount of time to manually index each

roll of film. This problem car be solved by pro:fucing a computer generated

index; and 2) The calibration differences anong the varinJs type,: of readers

can reduce the retrieval speed.

Blip Coding - The hlip is a small black mark placed at the bottom of each

page, As the film meves through the reader, the blips are electronically

counted, types of nage counters are available. In one the user keys

in the desired nooe number and the reader automatically scans the pace until

the desired image is located. In the second, the user simply passes the

Film through the reader until the desired page is reached as indicated on

0
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a nage monitor, AS with the Fnntage counter, a manual or comPuter generated

index can be provided. This is A more prectse method or locating inFormation

Althnugh at A considerable increase in cost.

Rioary Codin - This is the most sophisticated indexing technique available

Fnr use with roll Film. Rinary codes are stored between each image on the

cilm. This Allows For multiple coding or data. The user enters the desired

search parameters and presses the search button. The reader then scans

the Pile untilthe appropriate page or pages are round.

As on might expect, the rests of this type of retrieval system would

be prohibitive in lihrary Applications requiri fin many reader stations.

jn addition the production nF COM out-put requiring this type of indexing

is more expenve than with previouslI discussed indexing' techniques. It

is also important that the user test a sample of the out-put on A given

reader tn identify notentiAl nrohlems with code placement ard readability

Or the roding.

'civantages of Roll Film

",111 film has eXcellent file integrity. This is the factor most often

cite r its use in library applications.

It can bc used witi 3 wide range of manual and automated retrieval

equipment found in libraries.

1. 7etrieval from medium sized files s very fast with motorized readers.

4. it orevides a simple and easy method of storing medium sized Files.

The handling of film can be minimized depending upon the system chosen.

Disadvantages of 7,111 Film

1. It s difficult to add supplements to roll film without regenerating

the entire File.

2. Purchase readers to handle a specific type of film container or

indexing system can he very expensive.

It is difficult to duplirate all or part of a roll of fi1m. Film

riLolicters are not :ommonly Available in libraries.

1 1



'oll filmis 'not "'rlctie,1

,proclo IP

thP produrtinn, distribution or duplicotion

,r short rerorl',.

roll 041r rn:oer., ore mitre difficult to tile than rirho readers.

'etricvol spend,, are s1t5w if non.metnrized readers are usrd.

Most fil,11 reoder ore (onsiderably more expensive than fiche readers.

0 rrsw nnrtih1P film readers exist, thus making it difficult for patrons

to check out -elders and reports for usr outside the library,

n Pse rF sor.ci:41 containert or indexieg techniques or tly increases the

rost or n roll filrr.

In. Use of ,:ortridoes nr cassettes considerably reduces the libraries choice

of equiprent bp7auv, molt containers arc not interchangeable hetween

-iifrerrot brands 0 eouiprent.

'csnrrn ;rr+exirg methods require speciali7ed retrieval equipmert thus'limiting

UcP (lc the report to soecific readers.

Nt'20FICIT

nicrocirhe is produced frnm 10(;mm roll film, The film is cut into

lts'mm I tn prn,1unn what is cnmmonly descried as '4 ( microfiche.

The pr7ckaoinn nc microci hP is relative',,, simple. Normally it is plc.ced

in an eovelcpe and is read/ to use. The7c ,ire a number or ,viditional

packaging devices comonly ound at reader stations such as Fiche trays,

revolving st7,nris binders. These are used to assist in main-

taining cite inte grity. In addition :here are a number of less cnmmonly

found pack.,oirg devices notably the cirtridge and carousel.

rartrirlon is a smJ.11 plastic box intn which the microfiche are

slioned h car,ridgc holds up to 10 Fiche. The contents of the fiche

are 1.isted on ? label on the oUtside er thn cartridge. Tho user inserts

thn cartririge i!-tr, the rcicier, depresses ccveral buttons and the reader

.cetrieVCS the cichp Frame desired.

'2



The chief advantage of the system is file integrity. The user does not

touch the ficho, so there is little chance that fiche will be missfiled.

In addition there is the speed and convenience of moving From one fiche

to another. The system do'es have its disadvantages. The chief one beirg

cost. Automatic retrieval units of this type start where many automatic roll

film readers leave off.

A thirA packaging systemUs in reality a rather sophistfcated retrieval....

sys:em. Each microfiche is attached to a Metal strip, whichlias been encoded

with Hata. The fiche is then placed inside the reader on a Carousel Unit

containing up to 750 fiche. In order to retrieVe information from the file,

the user must: 1) Look in an index to determine the fiche number and page

number of the desired information. The index can either be on paper, micro-

fiche or or line to a computer; 2) He then pushes a series of buttons which

select the proper Fiche From the carousel, locate the proper row and collImn

and produce the desired page on the screen.

This device solves several problems commonly associated with microfiche:

1) It prnvides for rapid retrieval of information from a large file; 2) It

solves the problem of file integrity. The chief disadvantages are: 1) The

costs of the unit; and 2) The time and effort required to code and insert

fiche into the reader.

Microfiche Indexing

Information retrieval From microfiche is generally less complex than

with roll film. The retrieval process is essentially the same irrespective

of the reader being used. Four steps are normally involved. First, the title

of the Fiche and inclusive contents are usually provided along the top of

each Fiche in eye readable characters. The user selects the fiche containing

the desired information.

3
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!lernr,d, the fiche is inSerted 'between the glass flatS of .the viewer. There

are 'four possible .ways oF inserting a fiche so the user will have to learn

the Oroper one. Third, the user can locate the desired information by

scanning the fiche or by turning to a computer generated index provided on

the last Frame oF each Fiche. The index gives the first and last citation

Found on each page and refers the user to the page location using a row

and a column reference. Most readers provide a row and column grid index

which allows a user to position a pointer on the desired page which in turn

positions the page on the screen.

for the desired information.

Fourth, the user must then scan the page

Although the procedure sounds complex, in

reality it is quite simple and users have little trouble in adapting to it.
7

If automatic retrjeval units were going to be usecr a computer generated

Fiche or paper index to the entire file would normally be produced. This

would be examined to identify the proper Fiche and pago locations. The

procedure previously discussed under cartridge and carousel packaging wnuld

then be followed.

Advantanes of Microfiche

1. Fiche to fiche duplicates are economical and easy to produce, within the

library, on relatively inexpensive equipment.

2. The library has the option of duplicating all or part of a report depending

on need.

7. Thc irdr!xirg method is simple and fiche can easily be used on a wide v6rfety

nf readers with no problem of incompatibility.

4. M ny inexpe-sivc table and portable readers are available on the market.

Rusiness snenr:5ng a considerable sum to develop new reading and retrieval

equipment.

Microfiche reports can easily be checked out to library patrons For

consul,tation at other locations.

14
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6. It is less expensive to mail microfiche reports, than it is to mail roll

film.

7. Microfiche readers are normally simply constructed with Few moving parts.

This results in Fewer user and maintenance problems.

P, Selective updating nF the file is easier with Fiche. . There is no need to

regenerate the entire File or a supplemental file.

Disadvantages of Microfiche

File integrity is difficult to maintain if the report consists of a large

number of Fiche heavily used by the public. In addition, if partial up-

dates of the reports are distributed to a variety of locations it cannot

alwavs be assumed that the Files have been prolierly updated.

2. Microfiche arc morn susceptible to theft or loss than roll film.

1. Automatic retrieval devices which reduce the problem oF File integrity

are relatively expensive. They generally start at the price range where

automated roll film equipment leaves ofF.

POSITIVE VS. NEGATIVE FILM

The library must also make a choice between positive or negative film.

This is an issue which stirs considerable emotion within the micrographics

industry. Unfortunately, no definitive conclusions have been reached and the

resulting decision is primarily a matter of user preference. There are, however,

a number oF factors that should be taken into consideration.

1. Positive Film is preferred by many because they find the black-on-white

image more in keeping with the printed page.

2. Use of negative Film tends to redlice glare and eye fatigue because less

light reaches the viewing screen.

1. Use oF negative lm results in a more pleasing image on the screen because

spots, scratches and dust are less noticahle.

consideration when duplicating Film.

15
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4. Most reader printers arc set up to produce positive hardcopy from

negative Film.

The type of Fiche to Fiche duplicating process, if any, being used in

the library. As an example, Diazo duplication is a nonreversal process,

so if the master is negative the duplicate will be negative. Vesicular

film is normally a reversing film. Thus producing a positive duplicate

from a negative master.

REDUCTION RATIO

The reduction ratio is the ratio of the linear measurement of a document in

relation to the linear measurement of the photographic image of the document.

This ratio is generally expressed as 24x or 24:1, for a document reduced 24

times, its original size. There has been a considerable controversy within

the micrographics industry and the library profession surrounding the reduction

ratio. There is no generally accepted standard with most library CflM work
+4

produced at 24x, , and 48x. The higher the reduction ration th Ire

pages or, a Fiche e.g.. 24x 7 98 paaes, 42x = 207 pages and 48x = 270 pages.

The chief problem as Far Ps the librarian is concerned, is the Fact that

most library microform readers are not capable of reading or printing images

from.these two extremes. Nevertheless, a decision must be made and should

reflect the Following considerations;

1. Is it necessary For the reduction ratio of the COM reports to be compatible

with other microforms Found in the library? This would be necessary if

no additional readers or reader printers were to he purchesed.

2. Does thc library intend to purchase additional reading equipment for use

specifi:ally with the COM output: If s6, the higher reduction ratios

ri,!!y be more appropriate.

1 6
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1. An alternative is to purchase readers with tri or dual lenses. This

would allow the library to take advantage of the lower production costs

associated with higher reduction rations and, at the same time, use the

readers For non-COM applications.

4 The higher the.reduction ratio the lower the production, duplication and

distribution costs.

SILVER, DIAZO O VESICULAR FILM

A final decision required at this point is the type of film that will

be id For the working copies. It is issumed that the COM master will be

silver-halide Film. Given the controversy surrounding the use of vesicular

film in libraries many librarians might well be apprehensive about using

anything other than silver film. There are a number of factors that should

be taken into consideration:

1. Is arch i v al quality required For working copies? Generally, archival

_quality is not required as a result, Diazo and Vesicular film are

commonly used For working copies.

2. The cost oF the duplicates is an important consideration for most libraries.

The highest costing film is silver, followed by Vesicular with Diazo being

the least expensive.

R. Scratch resistance is an important factor when the library wishes to retain

a high quality image under heavy use. Silver film is easily scratched

and is not recommended. Diazo and Vesicular stand up relatively well

under heavy use.

The ability to reproduce Film or produce high quality prints may be

important. All of the films produce high quality prints. However,

Vesicular is not recommended for film-to-film duplica.tion.

SELECTING THE COM SERVICE BUREAU4'5

Few if any libraries will have a large enough volume of COM work to

justify a COM recorder. Most libraries will be faced with the prospect
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oF dealing with a service bureau. This is a company set up to take a

customer's computer tapes and produce original and duplicate COM outpu''.

The', may also hpve a consulting service that will help you set up your

^.0M system. There arc a number of important considerations in sclelring

a service bureau.

1. What type of consulting (.!rvice will they provide? Will they work with

our programmer to see that the proner tape formats are Provided? Can

they lssist in the overall design of the system providing you with the

inFnrmation required to make the decision noted earlier? The wider the

range of assistance provided, the better the working relationship is likely

to be.

2. Can the bureau orovide the turnaround time to meet your needs? Do

you require overnight service or can you wait-several days? Will the

bureu provide the same service For small library applications as it

Hoes For its larger customers or will it do your work when time permits?

/. Does the bureau b,ve adequate backup Facilities, in case of breakdown or

overloce If not, can you afford to wnit several days until the system

is nonratine acPin.

4, Wha* ;oftware support will be provided by the bureau and what will be re-

(mired of the library/ floes the software provide for the use of the

desired retrieval trehninues? Is the software required compatible with

'he equipment cf other bureaus? Most large service bureaus are equipped

to handle stand:rd print image tanes. If yours is not, the costs of

conversion clo r7OM could be increased substantially.

Does thc bureau provide adequate securi'y against loss of materinl and

the nrotection of confidential information?

18
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Is the bureau quality control conscious? Cres its out-put meet

government or industry standards? If a. problem does arise will they

be willing to rorrect it?

Does the bureau have the facilities to produce the kind of out-put you

wont Or will you be forced to accept something less? Do you have special

necds in terms of the type of film, type fonts, special foreign language

rharacters, retrieval codes, graphics, form ovcrlays or reduction ratio?

Ar the costs competitive with other service bureaus in the area?

What are the present users' experiences? After you.have defined your

nePHs, and throuqhly checked out the bureaus capabilities, check.with

other customers. Comnare your needs with theirs and see how theirs are

being met.

PRACTICAL DECISIONS

Clearly the number ard complexity of the decisiOns required when con-

SidPri,m -nm pppl,irations indicates a need For well defined objectives. After

some deliberation, the library staff identified the following conditions which

1-1,-1 to be met by the system selected; 1) The system would have to be flexible

enough to allow for the widest possible dissemination of library reports.

within and outside the university environment; 2) The system had to be easy

to use with a high probability of acceptance by the library staff and patrons;

1) It must be easily integrated irto existing library and university routines;

pnd 4) T ust reelect a maximum cost savings.

MICP0FICHE

ticrofiche was chosen becuse it was clearly the most Flexible and met

all oF thn objectives listed above. The library was already heavily committed

to microfiche both in its purchase of commercially available microfiche and

in its locril nroduction facilitiec. The library also had an active program

19
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of orovidirg Free microfiche duplication to all library patrons. The ability

to provide loc.%1 Fiche-to-fichn duplic:)tion and dissemination of library

!..ePor c w.as cocsidered a logicnl exto7sinn 7 this service.

The availability or microfiche readers within the library and in other

locations pe campus was also ar important consideration. Given the limited

funds availahle for purchasing microform equipmnnt, it wes not possible to

justify the purchase of specialized readers for use only with COM reports.

ticrogichn readers, hownver, could be purchased relatively inexpensively and

r,--,u1.1 also be used to view the extensive microfiche collections already in

existence as well as COM reports.

Another reader consideration was the availability of high ouality

portable readers which could be used for individual viewing or For Projection

jr olassronm situations. Checkout o microfiche and portable Microfiche readers

was already a heavily used service arri it was felt that COM reports would

easily Fit into this natte!--n.

The question o user acceptance was an important consideration; however,

the saPf '44.4 not feel that any problecswould be encountered. The universty

community was already heavily involv.:.d with microfiche .and the use of COM

reports would provide few additional user problems. Tho library staff has

always maintained a ohi1osnt that it was their responsibility to provide

self-instructional materials For using microforms equipment and it was the

responsibility of the patron to learn through self-instruction.6

I- practice, th;s philosophy has worked extremely well with all 7

enuinment. .rlthough equipment is scattered throughout the library, very

little staff irs isreeuired For instructional purposes.

Tho nuestion o Filo iotegHtv Was also an important conderation,

particularly in relation tr, reader stations used by library patrons. The

staff felt that it would not be a serious problem for several reasons;

2 0
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1) The number and size of the COM reportswere relatively small. The

laroest cnnsisting o orly 16 Fiche; and 2) The Fact that COM reports

would be used only as a supplement to evisting access points to the collection.

r, prcticr!, fAjp intenrity has not proved to be a significant problem.

The use oF micr 4iche does require that someone check the various reader

stations periodica7ly tr determioe if Fiche are out of order or missing.
_ .

.

.

It should be emphasized, however, that the library does not rely solely upon

,ny off ts COM reports Fnr access to the collection. If the library shenll

F,Ir example, decide to replace the card catalog with microForm catnlog, the

cuestior of Filc integrit:y would nend to he re-evaluated.

REDUCTION ".TIO

The second decision was to idopt 42x as the reduction ratio. This was

clearl;! P compromise decision. Or the one hand the optimum cost savings could

be had -It 4Px . or the other most of the-existing fiche readers were set

up to rold 20x rd 24x mioroFcche, Tests with staff members and patrons

indicated that 112x Fiche could be read on existing rerlers and would be acceptable

in situations where prolonged use was not required. Use of'42x would clearly

provide the greatest exposure to COM and at the same time require the smallest

investment. Coupled with this decision was another to limit future purchases

of Fiche readers and reader-printers to those with dital lenses.

IMAGE POLA:ZITY

The decision to use negative as opposed to positve fiche was based

upon the Factors discussed earlierr 1) Reduced glare on the screen; 2) The

fact that Film defects were less noticable; 1) The desirability of producing

Positive print copies from the microfiche; 4) The Fact that our microfiche'

masters were silver negatives and thus would produce negative Diazo duplicates.

2 1
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TYPE OF FILM__
Silver film was, of course, chosen for all masters. Since the library

already had duplicating capability for producing Diazo microfiche, this film

was chosen for all duplicates.

LIBRARY APPLICATIONS

PUBLIC CATALOG INDEX SET

This is a truncated listing of approximately 150,000 cataloged titles

in the library collection. In an attempt to keep the report manageable

each title is limited to a single 128 character line of truncated data.

Each line contains the author (16), title (6), call number (3), collection

code (1) and copyright or publication date (2). Although the data remains

constant the set is produced in three sections. One arranged alphabetically

by author; a secOnd at-ranged alphabetically by title and the third in call

number sequence.

The set is cumulated and produced annually with cumulated supplements

issued bi-monthly. Copies are distributed to six index stations within the

library, ten campus locations outside the library and to major regional

networks. Copies are also made available on a demand basis to library patrons

and to other libraries.

PERIODICAL HOLDINGS

This report is a listing oF all periodicals held by the library. It

consists of a title, title change (if any) and library holdings. Distribution

is the same as that For the Public Catalog Index Set.

FILM CATALOG

This is a listing of approximately 1,000 films owned by the library.

It is produced in three sections: 1) An alphabetical listing by title which

4:ncludes an.annotation, running time, sound, color, production date, producer,

and distributor; 2) A Library oF Congress subject index; and 3) A keyword-out-

oF-context title index.
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The catalog is produced on a bi-monthly basis. Distribution is similar

to the Public Cataloo Index Set.

'I9FOTAPE C1TPLOG

A catalog of videotapes produced For the University of Wisconsin system.

It is a listing of over 1,500 videotapes available within the University

system. As with the Film catalog it contains three sections, an alphabetical

listing of videotapes by title which includes an annotation, running time,

intended audience, color, date recorded, producer, and title of video tapes

witin a series. It also has a Library of Congress subject index and

keyword-out-of-context title index.

WISCONSIN PU3LIC DOCUMENTS: CUMULATED KEYWORD TITLE AND PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

This is an index to over 5,000 Wisconsin public documents issued between

1968 ld 1974. The -eXistence of this particular index was made possible

beCause of the librarys' experience with COM. Lack oF a cumulated index of

Wisconsin documents had long been a barrier to their use. Unfortunately,

the production and distribution of a 1,000 page index was beyond the limited

resources available for such a project. Although the library, had the exper-

ience a-,d computer programs necessary for generating the index, high

nroduction costs coupled with uncrtain demand had prevented development of

the proiect. However, production and distribution using COM made the

index Feasible and economically sound. The Index is cumulated annually and

. sold to interested libraries.

The lib,-ary is currently investigating the Feasibility oF converting

additional reports to COM.

UNIVERSITY APPLICATIONS

University oF Wisconsin-Stout was, perhaps, unique in that the library

developed the First COM applications within the University. This provided

an all too rare opportunity For the library to have major impact upon

2 3
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university decisions. The library staff immediately began working with

other university offices to identify potential COM applications. The

rationale For this ws threerold: 1) It. was clearly good public relation. for

the library and indicated to the university administration that the library

staff was closely following new technological developments; 2) It provided

an opportunity For the library to insure that COM applications within the

university were compatible; and 1) The more COM applications developed the

more interest there would be in purchasing additional readers. This in

turn would groatly expand the number of reader stations available for

library use.

This program has been very successful. The .Business Office, Institutional

"esearch and egistrar are all producing and distributing reports on COM.

As a result of these activities, the business office, student services and

all or the academic schools have purchased dual lens microfiche readers.

In addon, a proposal has been made to provide each academic department

with readers. The library, working i conjunction with student housing,

also secured 3 title 6-B grant to provide dual lens microfiche readers in

each of the residence halls.

CONCLUSION

There is little doubt that COX has proved to be a powerful tool For

the Production and distribution or library information at rotatively low

cost. Work with other University offices has provided additional reader

stations throughoUt the University, thereby 'increasing the potential For

library service. Every indication points to increased use of COM at the

University of Wisconsin - stout.
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